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Abstract
We introduce a new visualization method for temporal data, Spiral Theme Plot, by combining ThemeRiver method, spiral pat-
terns, and scatter plot technique. Similar to ThemeRiver, data in different categories (themes) are visualized in different bands,
but also in a spiral pattern. Themes are stacked along a spiral curve, which represent the time axis. Individual data points
are plotted within the regions of the themes, with various visual features. In addition to showing the overall theme patterns
over time, this approach also shows plotting patterns within the themes. Compared to ThemeRiver, Spiral Theme Plot can ac-
commodate longer time axis, and more importantly, can provide periodic patterns that are typically not available in ThemeRiver.
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Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Line and
curve generation

1. Introduction

The visualization of time-varying data [TA15, AMST11, Sch11]
has been an important way to detect patterns of events over time.
Traditional time-varying data visualization focuses on showing
either the attribute changes over time of individual data items (e.g.
documents) or the overall trend over time of a collection of data
items (theme). There are however other features in time-varying
data that have not been sufficiently addressed. For example:

1) Given the changes from patterns of theme, it is often im-
portant to show the distribution of these changes within the themes
that are related to individual data attributes.
2) Time dimension can be very long. Traditional straight time-axis
does not provide the optimal space usage for long historical data.
3) Time-varying data often exhibit periodic patterns, which is not
very well presented in most current approaches.

Healthcare data is a good example of applications of time-
varying data visualization [GM11]. Although patterns of changes
of the overall occurrences of different diseases are of great interest,
the demographic distributions within these themes are often more
important. For healthcare applications, it is very common to have
very long period of historical data in order to build or validate a
meaningful hypothesis. The ability to present the data span over
a long period of time is therefore very desirable. Finally, periodic
pattern is of critical importance for healthcare data as both seasonal
patterns and deviation from seasonal patterns are important features
which healthcare data analysts will look for.

Using healthcare data as a pilot study, we demonstrate a new
time-varying data visualization technique using a spiral time-line,
which can both stretch to a very long period of time interval, and
represent periodic variations in the data.

In the rest of this paper, related work will be discussed in Section
2. In Section 3, we will describe our Spiral Theme Plot technique in
detail. Some visualization results for healthcare data will be shown
in Section 4. Conclusions and future work will be discussed in Sec-
tion 5.

2. Related Work

The visualization of time-varying data is challenging because it is
difficult to encode the time axis while still maintaining the data con-
text. The simplest set of techniques are line chart [Pla05], which
display observations on the y-axis against equally spaced time in-
tervals on the x-axis, and their variations such as Horizon graph
[HKA09], Time-series plot [Tuf83], and SparkClouds [LRKC10].
A comparison of these variations can be found in [JME10].

ThemeRiver [HHN00], or stacked graphs [BW08, DGWC10,
Wat05], is another class of time-series visualization techniques. In
a stacked graph, multiple series (themes) are represented as lay-
ers stacked one on another. The variation in the width of each
layer represents the value changes of each series. It can provide
an overview for trend of each individual series, as well as the com-
parisons of all the series. Enhancements of the stacked graph styled
techniques have been applied in different time-series visualization
applications, particularly in text visualization [SWL∗10, CLT∗11],
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by filling the empty space inside each layer with word clouds, or
by adding splitting/merging branches between layers to show the
inter-layer relations during their evolutions.

Spiral curves have been applied in visualizing time-series data,
but were primarily used for generating periodic patterns of single
data items [WAM01]. Other earlier work with simple use of spi-
ral curves to represent time includes Berlin’s Spiral Graph [Ber83],
Spiral patterns in calendar visualization [MRD94], Pixel-based spi-
ral patterns for database visualization [KK94], and spatiotemporal
spiral event visualization [HH00].

3. Spiral Theme Plot

We developed a new time-series data visualization method called
Spiral Theme Plot by integrating stacked graphs (ThemeRiver)
[HHN00] and spiral patterns [WAM01] to plot time-series data as
points in stacked spiral graphs. Time is represented as a base spiral
curve. Multiple time series themes (for example, diseases or topics)
are represented as stacked spiral graphs along the base spiral curve.
Individual data points are plotted within the regions of the themes
as points with various visual attributes, including radius, color and
shape.

Spiral Theme Plot can represent time as a structured periodic
variable, which presents intuitive visual clarity on time movement.
Taking healthcare data as an example, we can represent diseases as
themes, and plot patients as data points. This allows patient data
during multiple years to be plotted periodically such that seasonal
patterns or abnormal patterns for seasonal diseases can be easily
detected. When plotting patient records, a key attribute, for exam-
ple “age”, will be represented as radius. Other attributes such as
race and gender, can be represented as color and shape of the dots,
respectively.

The base spiral curve is:

{
x = r(θ)sinθ

y = r(θ)cosθ
(1)

Where r (θ) is a monotonic continuous radius function of angle
θ. When r (θ) is a linear function r (θ) = a+ bθ, the gap between
spirals is a constant 2πb, which can be estimated based on the max-
imum cumulative width of the themes (see Figure 1).

The width of the theme at a particular angle is determined by the
total occurrences of the disease at that particular time. The bound-
ary curve of each theme can then be interpolated by spline curves.
This interpolation is done by splitting the time axis into a fixed
number of segments. The maximum width of each segment is used
as an interpolation point (See Figure 2). This leads to a discrete
set of interpolation points from which the spline curve can be gen-
erated as the boundary curve of the theme. When plotting a point
for each patient, the width of the theme needs to be computed first
in order to determine the proper radius of the point. Although this
width information can theoretically be computed from the spline
representations, it is more efficient to simply check the color val-
ues along the normal direction of the spiral curve to estimate the
width of a theme at each angle.

Figure 1: A spiral theme plot of car sales data with 3 stacked
themes.

Figure 2: Interpolation point defined by maximum width within
each time segmentation.

There are two potential issues that may need to be addressed in
some cases. First, a uniform base spiral curve sometime may not
be ideal when the width variation of themes is large. In these cases,
a non-constant gap between consecutive spiral cycles may provide
better spatial efficiency. These can be implemented by making the
radius function r (θ) a non-linear function, which can be estimated
by interpolating the maximum cumulative widths at different an-
gles.

A second issue comes from the nature of spiral curves. For each
theme, the area available for plotting the data points for a given
angle interval within the theme becomes larger as the angle (time)
increases, even if the width of the theme does not increase. This
may lead to a wrong visual impression regarding the density of the
data points at different times. Although this can be easily fixed by
reducing the speed of the angle increase with time (i.e. angle does
not move linearly with time), it is only applicable when the periodic
property of the data is not important since angle and time are now
not synchronized.

With these two potential issues in mind (and proper adjustments
as needed), this technique can be very effective in visualizing large
time-series data sets that may have periodic properties, and that
may need closer explorations of the data points over a long period
of time.
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4. Healthcare Application

We have implemented and tested the Spiral Theme Plot technique
using a large public health dataset: Notifiable Condition Detector
(NCD) System. The Regenstrief Institute implemented and main-
tains an unparalleled HIE-based, automated electronic lab reporting
(ELR) and case-notification system for over ten years in the State of
Indiana. The NCD receives real-time HL7 version 2 clinical trans-
actions daily, including diagnoses, laboratory studies, and tran-
scriptions from hospitals, national labs and local ancillary service
organizations. The NCD dataset contains 833,710 public health no-
tifiable cases spanning more than 10 years from among 439,547
unique patients. In order to comply with the patient privacy poli-
cies and protocols, certain attributes of the data have been altered
or perturbed.

Figure 3 shows the result of three diseases, Influenza, Malaria
and Coronary artery disease (CAD), over a three year period (De-
cember 2009 to December 2012), along with the spiral time curve.
From the visualization, we can see that these three diseases have
clear seasonal patterns. For example, Influenza peaks in late win-
ter and early spring. Malaria occurs mostly during late summer
months, and CAD peaks during late fall or early winter. Mouse-
over operations have also been implemented to highlight individual
themes and details of individual patients. Figure 4 shows a high-
light of CAD and a popup window shows details of one patient
record. Figure 4 also shows that CAD patients are mostly older
(concentration of dots near the outer boundary of the theme). Fig-
ure 5 shows a Spiral Theme Plot for HFMD (hand-foot-and-mouse
disease), Mumps, and CAD over a 3-month (June to August) pe-
riod in 2014. It shows a clear age pattern for all three conditions
—younger patients for HFMD and Mumps, and older patients for
CAD.

Figure 3: The Spiral Theme Plot of Influenza, Malaria and CAD
over a 3-year period shows seasonal patterns.

One special feature of healthcare data is that the same patient
may be included (e.g. hospital visits) multiple times for multiple
diseases or for the same disease at different times. In these cases,
it is desirable to show connections of these multiple occurrences
from the same patient. Lines or curves are drawn to connect these
plotted dots, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4: Highlights of CAD patients show both seasonal and age
patterns.

Figure 5: The Spiral Theme Plot of HFMD, Mumps and CAD over
a 3-month period shows age patterns.

5. Conclusions

The Spiral Theme Plot technique is a combination of several in-
formation visualization methods including ThemeRiver, Spiral Plot
and Scatter Plot. It provides a more comprehensive visualization for
time-series data that shows not only the global trends of themes,
but also patterns of individual attributes and the potential periodic
patterns. For public health data with large patient databases, this
particular combination satisfies several key requirements for visu-
alizing time-series patient records. This technique has now been
implemented as a tool in a web based healthcare data visualization
system.

In the future, we would like to develop additional interactive op-
erations associated with the Spiral Theme Plot for more sophis-
ticated data exploration. We would also like to apply evaluation
techniques to assess the effectiveness of this technique, particularly
for healthcare applications.
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Figure 6: A Spiral Theme Plot with connecting lines for multiple
occurrences of the same patients.
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